1. Turn left at signal onto East Meadow. Follow the arrows to Wilkie Way and Treat Stop #1 in Robles Park!

2. Cross Wilkie bike bridge and follow turn by turn directions to bike path, Cesano Court and Los Altos Ave. Continue to Treat Stop #2 at the Sweet Shop for a free sample of frozen yogurt!

3. Use Los Altos - Palo Alto bike path to return to Palo Alto to Arastradero. Cross at Gunn driveway signal. Just before Miranda Avenue, turn right onto Bol Park path. Look for famous donkeys on left. Enjoy Treat Stop #3. See map for shortcut back to Fairmeadow.

4. Continue on path to Hanover St., and a view of Hoover Tower! Turn right on Stanford Ave and again at Park Blvd. You’ll find Treat Stop #4 on the Cal Ave Plaza by Mollie Stone’s. Return to Fairmeadow via Cal Ave underpass, Bryant Bike Boulevard, Loma Verde, and Cowper St.

See reverse side for TURN-BY-TURN directions!
Red Route: Robles Park, Los Altos, Barron Park, & California Ave Route

Turn-by-Turn Directions: Watch for RED Arrows!

**Start at Cowper Signal near Fairmeadow School**
- Right on MEADOW DRIVE at signal & enter park
- Right on Cowper St to MEADOW DRIVE

**Left on WINDING AVE**
- Signal for bikes, make sure you stop on the bike lane to trigger a green
- At Oregon Expy, make sure you stop on the bike lane to trigger a green

**Left on BEAVERTON AVENUE**
- Right on MEADOW Drive & enter park
- Right on Cowper St to MEADOW DRIVE

**Left on WILKIE WAY**
- 0.2
- Left on WILKIE WAY to BIKE/PED BRIDGE
- 0.5
- Bridge path exits to Miller Avenue near Monroe Drive.

**→ Right on MONROE DRIVE**
- 0.1
- Turn from Monroe onto bike path just before new housing.

**← Left on WILKIE WAY**
- 0.8
- Left on WILKIE WAY & enter Bol Park Bike Path

**→ Right on HANOVER ST**
- 0.9
- Bike lane or wide sidewalk option. Note view of Hoover Tower!

**→ Right on STANFORD AV**
- 0.8
- Restrooms available in parking lot.

**← Left on WILKIE WAY**
- 0.2
- Left on WILKIE WAY to BIKE/PED BRIDGE
- 0.5
- Bridge path exits to Miller Avenue near Monroe Drive.

**→ Right on MIRANDA AVENUE**
- 0.1
- Watch for wooden "Bike path to Palo Alto" sign on left.

**← Left to enter LOS ALTOS - PALO ALTO BIKE PATH**
- 0.5
- Fletcher Middle School on right after cross bike/ped bridge.

**→ Right on MIRANDA AVE**
- 0.5
- Let on wide sidewalk at MIRANDA AVE

**→ Right on MISSION AVE**
- 0.8
- Let on sidewalk to bike path on left.

**→ Right on BOL PARK BIKE PATH**
- 1
- Treat Stop #3 at Bol Park (after donkeys)

**→ Right on ARSTADERO**
- 0.1
- Cross at Gunn HS Driveway

**↑ Continue on N CALIFORNIA AVE**
- 0.3
- Right on BRYANT ST BIKE BOULEVARD
- 0.8
- At Oregon Expy, make sure you stop on the bike lane to trigger a green

**→ Right on BRYANT ST**
- 0.1
- Look for wooden sign on sidewalk on right.

**→ Right on COWPER ST**
- 0.6
- Signal for bikes, make sure you stop on the bike lane to trigger a green

**↑ Right at bike/ped gate into Fairmeadow School**
- 0.1
- Finish at Fairmeadow School

**↑ Right at bike/ped gate into Fairmeadow School**
- 0.1
- Finish at Fairmeadow School

**↑ Cross MEADOW DRIVE at signal & enter park**
- 0.1
- Finish at Fairmeadow School